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By ROB STROUD
Student Government editor
Both candidates running for
mayor believe that the next few
weeks will be critical for
Charleston because of the change-
over to a city manager form of
government.
Incumbent Dan Cougill and
challenger Henry Bough answered
questions submitted by audience
members at a forum Tuesday. The
Charleston Area Chamber of
Commerce and the League of
Women Voters sponsored the
forum.
“The most critical time is the
next 90 days,” Bough said. The
mayor and the city council will
have to hire a city manager and
enumerate what his or her duties
will be.
Cougill said the city council
passed an ordinance spelling out
the city manager’s duties. Under
this ordinance the city manager
will handle the day to day bus-
iness of the city.
The city manager’s duties will
be based on the policies and
priorities of the city council,
Cougill said. Under a city man-
ager form of government, the
mayor will act as a consensus
builder for all the different groups
in Charleston, Cougill said.
Cougill said the mayor also
should support the efforts of Coles
Together and talk to people who
are interested in bringing
businesses or industry to Char-
leston.
Bough said he would leave the
problem of bringing businesses to
Charleston completely to the
Charleston Chamber of Com-
merce and Coles Together.
“The business community has
to sell it,” Bough said.
Cougill and Bough disagreed
over how to handle parking
problems around the town square.
Cougill said Charleston’s “me-
ter maid” will be getting a hand-
held computer and the new 911
system’s computer equipment.
This hand-held computer will
allow the “meter maid” to keep
track of the cars that have been
parked around the square for more
than two hours and ticket the
drivers.
“The tickets are a good source
of revenue but they do not solve
the problem,” Bough said. “When
there is a court date you cannot
come close to the square.”
The city council should con-
sider building a parking garage or
acquiring new parking lots, Bough
May the best man win
SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor
Henry Bough, Charleston mayoral candidate, answers a question from the audience during a public
forum Tuesday night while Mayor Dan Cougill awaits his turn at the microphone.
By BRITT CARSON
City editor
The eight candidates vying for city council agreed
at a public forum that adult entertainment should be
heavily regulated in Charleston.
The candidates: Marge Knoop, John Bell, Keith
Perry, Bruce Scism, Ted Hartley, John Winnett, Greg
Stewart and Larry Rennels participated in a forum
sponsored by the Charleston Area Chamber of
Commerce and the Coles County League of Women
Voters.
The candidates are running for four commissioner
positions in the April 1 Municipal Elections.
The Charleston City Council passed a strip club
ordinance in December 1996 regulating adult
entertainment in Charleston. The ordinance specified
certain areas in the city the businesses could exist. 
“The environment the adult entertainment
businesses create is detrimental to the community,”
Stewart said. “The ordinance was passed to protect
the community.”
Winnett said he also supported the strip club
ordinance and was opposed to any adult
entertainment businesses in Charleston.
“I wish they had never come here,” Winnett said.
Hartley said he had past experiences with adult
Eight vie for council positions
Mayoral candidates
debate the issues
during public forum
By TRACY BROWN
Staff writer
People look at words today the same way people looked at
the environment years ago, said a speaker today to a group of
about 75.
Suzette Hadin Elgin, a psycholinguistic expert, discussed
the connection between language and the problems in today’s
society during her speech “Cross-cultural and Cross-gender
Communications: Building Language Bridges over Reality
Gaps.”
“When I was a child, we did not talk about the environment
because each of us believed that it made no difference,” Elgin
said. “Our own personal contribution was so small that it did
not matter.”
She said people today are doing the same thing with the
“language environment.”
“The language environment is just as important as the
physical environment. The language environment can be both
harmful and helpful,” said Elgin.
If people continue to ignore the problems that we have with
language then we will continue to have world hunger, AIDS
and global warming, she said.
Elgin compares the language environment to a ball of yarn. 
“You have a big ball of yarn that has just become a horrible
mess,” she said. “Each day you could pull at each knot or you
could just pull at one loose end and the whole thing will come
apart easily.”
Elgin said that the language environment can be looked at
the same way.   People try to get rid of violent language in the
wrong way and therefore  violence does not go away.
“The government spends too much money on violent
people.  The government does not have enough money to
help pregnant ladies before the birth of the baby,” Elgin says,
“but it has enough money to keep teenagers and adults locked
up for $20,000 a year and they have medical coverage by law
for life.”
Elgin said that the key to stopping violence is stopping
“hostile language.”
Hostile language is using aggressive and sometimes violent
language toward other people, she said.
Major consequences, such as violence, exist because of
hostile language, Elgin said.
“Hostile language is the heart of violence,” she said.
Elgin said, “Hostile language is also an inherited behavior
handed down from generation to generation.”
She said children in abusive families say the verbal abuse
they received was worse than the physical abuse.
The benefits to not using hostile language are better health
Keynote speaker focuses on breaking language barriers
KAORI HAZAMA/Staff photographer
Dr. Suzette Hadin Elgin, a psycholinguistic expert, talks
about cross-cultural communication to about 75 students
at Lumpkin Auditorium Tuesday night. See SPEAKER page 2
See MAYOR page 2 See COUNCIL page 2
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SPRINGFIELD (AP) – A key defendant in a
state contract scandal contends in a new round of
telephone transcripts that Gov. Jim Edgar is “culpa-
ble” and suggests it could lead “right up to Edgar’s
lap.’’
Edgar press secretary Mike Lawrence again on
Tuesday vehemently denied the governor did any-
thing wrong in the federal case and labeled indicted
defendant Michael Martin, who made the state-
ments, as an “out-and-out liar.’’ The taped excerpts
of Martin’s conversations surfaced in court papers
filed by attorneys for Martin, a former owner of
Management Services of Illinois Inc. and a major
campaign contributor to Edgar.
The latest excerpts of September conversations
include one in which Martin says he has a “lot of
surprises we can pull out of our hat’’ and “about a
half a dozen bombshells.’’
Martin and three others were indicted in August
in an alleged scheme to bilk the state Public Aid
Department out of more than $7 million on state
contracts held by MSI. Martin has pleaded innocent.
He has called for the case to be dismissed or the
tapes to be suppressed.
Key defendant blames Edgar
said.
Both candidates said the mayor
cannot do a lot to keep Eastern stu-
dents from leaving Charleston on
the weekends.
Bough said he did not think
there was a mass exodus of Eastern
students on the weekend. At the
most, only 400-600 students leave
Charleston during the weekend,
Bough said.
This does not significantly hurt
retail business in Charleston on the
weekends, he said.
Cougill said the community
should work with Eastern students
to develop community activities
they would be interested in.
However, Cougill said this would
not be easy.
“We can’t impose what we think
is fun on the students,” Cougill
said.
Bough and Cougill disagreed
about how to enforce city building
ordinances.
The city should concentrate on
enforcing the ordinances it already
has, Cougill said. City workers are
already responsive to the com-
plaints of Charleston residents,
Cougill said.
Bough said many city ordi-
nances need to be reorganized and
enforced.
“A lot of the things we have in
place are totally inadequate,”
Bough said.
The reorganization of city ordi-
nances should take place along
with the changeover to a city man-
ager form of government, he said.
entertainment issues when he lived in another town
in 1993.
“The businesses are within the law, but we can
make things very uncomfortable for the people who
run the establishments,” Hartley said. “We can make
things not easy for them and they eventually leave.”
Rennels said the city should look into every option
they have to eliminate adult entertainment businesses
from Charleston. “We should do whatever we can
under the limits of the law to control or eliminate
adult entertainment businesses.” 
Scism said the law prohibits the city from banning
the establishments, but said he fully supported the
strip club ordinance.
The candidates took written questions from the
audience and also addressed the issue of a communi-
ty center in Charleston.
Bell, a member of the Recreation Board, said the
city needs the community center. “We are responsi-
ble for providing a place for our residents to work
and to live life and enjoy certain activities,” Bell
said. “We need a place for people of all ages.”
Rennels agreed that the city needs a versatile com-
munity center. “This should be the type of facility
that everyone could use for everything from wedding
receptions to public meetings,” Rennels said.
Perry said the city needs to work with the commu-
nity to find out what the people need.
“I think we can bring a plan from the city council
in the next two years,” Perry said. “We have to deter-
mine the extent for the project as well as addressing
both the youth and the senior citizens. We need to be
able to serve the whole community.”
Scism said the community center should be
designed from the input of Charleston citizens.
Knoop said she was concerned with how the com-
munity center would be funded after it was built.
“We need to know how to support the center and
how to keep it going after it is established,” Knoop
said.
The candidates disagreed on where the funds for
the community center should come from, but all can-
didates agreed the new center would not raise taxes.
The candidates voiced their opinions on whether
or not Charleston should lower the bar entry age to
age 19 instead of 21 years old. All the candidates
agreed that the bar entry age should remain at age 21
and should not be changed.
COUNCIL from page one
MAYORfrom page one
and fitness, success in social and
personnel lives. People have ways
to stop hostile language already
embedded in their minds, she said.
“Every single thing we need to
know about getting rid of hostile
language is already in our heads.”
Elgin said. “We do not have sepa-
rate customs for each verbal abuse.
It does not matter if Buddhists
speak to Baptists or men to women,
it is not the words that are signifi-
cant.
“It is a myth that what matters
are the words that you say. The
most important part of communica-
tion is the body language,” Elgin
said.
The tone of your voice is the
ideal body language because peo-
ple know how a person feels by lis-
tening to the tone of their voice, not
to their words, said Elgin.
Elgin say therefore hostile words
do not exist in the English lan-
guage. One good self defense
against hostile language is to bore
the person to death until they go
away, she said.
“This is called the Boring Broke
Response,” she said. “The person
will eventually get tired of listening
to you and they will go away.”
Elgin’s speech was held in con-
junction with Women’s History and
Awareness Month.
SPEAKERfrom page one
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Back by Popular Demand!!!
By DEANA POOLE
Activities editor
Students at a panel discussion
Tuesday said more diversity
should be incorporated in
Eastern’s curriculum.
Ten panelists and an audience
of more than 20 students dis-
cussed various ideas about how to
add multi-culturalism courses.
Lue McGee, president of the
Black Greek Council, said multi-
culturalism should be integrated
into all of the history classes.
“Just one course isn’t going to
make a difference to a lot of peo-
ple,” McGee said.
Liz Halbert, a Student Senate
member, said a course examining
cultures should be mandatory.
“If you don’t make it mandato-
ry, the only people who are going
to take a multi-culturalism class
are the ones who are already
enlightened and want to better
themselves,” Halbert said. 
Collette Guerdet, a representa-
tive of the Residence Hall Assoc-
iation, said a course on multi-cul-
turalism should not be made
mandatory.
“Eastern needs a better multi-
culturalism course, but people
come in with too many negative
attitudes to make a mandatory
course work,” she said.
An audience member also sug-
gested a multi-culturalism course
cluster for the integrated core.
All participants of the panel
discussion agreed education is the
key to increasing acceptance of
other people and their cultures.
“Education is the only thing we
have in our hand,” said Wendy
Guerra, a representative of the
Latin American Student Organ-
ization. “It’s the only way we can
change the future.”
Matthew Manuel, former presi-
dent of the Black Student Union,
said college is too late to begin
teaching people about other cul-
tures. People should learn about
multi-culturalism when they are
children, he said.
The panel also addressed the
issue of whether people are afraid
of integrating with people of dif-
ferent cultures.
“I think sometimes there is a
fear because that would bring
about change and people fear
change,” Halbert said.
Christi Hardin, the education
director of the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Allies Union, agreed
people fear integration.
“There is a fear,” she said. “To
me you have to be wiling to open
your mind to change.”
Halbert said Eastern’s campus
is an example of the continued
segregation of cultures.
“If we look around our campus,
it is segregated,” Halbert said.
“We worked so hard for integra-
tion and you go into a dining hall
and see people segregated. I think
it’s up to us as students to change
that.”
The panel consisted of Guerra,
Halbert, Courtney Stone, presi-
dent of the Panhellenic Council;
Matt Donoho, president of the
Residence Hall Association;
Jason Amato, a senate member;
Kim Harris, student vice president
for  academic affairs; Travis
Spencer, editor in chief of The
Daily Eastern News; and Steve
Huchel, a representative of the
Society of Metaphysical
Advancement. The panel discus-
sion was sponsored by the Multi-
Cultural Student Union and held
in conjunction with Cultural
Awareness Week.
IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographer
Jason Amato (left), Student Senate member, and Kim Harris, student vice president for Academic
Affairs, discuss multi-cultural diversity during a panel organized by the Multi-Cultural Student Union.
About 20 students attended the event Tuesday evening in Stevenson Hall lobby.  
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
A Illinois Senate bill allowing
the pre-payment of tuition bills
may have only a limited appeal to
parents and others if it passes,
according to a university adminis-
trator.
Senate Bill 878, which was
sponsored by Sen. Frank Watson,
R-Greenville, passed the senate
March 17 by a vote of 52-2. It
allows parents, grandparents and
others to pre-pay up to nine
semesters of college tuition and
room and board costs to avoid the
rising cost of higher education.
House Bill 190, which was intro-
duced by Rep. Dan Burke, D-
Chicago, is awaiting approval by
the House and will be modified to
match the senate bill. A vote is
expected shortly after the House
returns from its recess April 8.
The Dean of Enrollment Man-
agement Frank Hohengarten said
even if the House bill passes and is
signed by Gov. Jim Edgar, it will
probably only be used by a limited
number of people.
He said wealthy parents and
grandparents are among those most
likely to invest money in the plan
because of the large lump sum of
money needed to participate in the
program, Hohengarten said. He
added he would expect most par-
ents to need that sum of money to
instead support their family until
the time to pay for college is near-
er.
“It would obviously be a benefit
for people who have money at the
time to put away,” Hohengarten
said.
However, Burke said the propos-
al is based on similar programs that
exist in Florida and 20 other states,
including a program in Florida that
attracts around 400,000 people.
That program requires college
tuition be pre-paid in four years.
The Illinois proposals allow the
child to attend any state-supported
university or community college
that they are accepted to, and the
money will be refunded if they do
not attend, Burke said.
The tuition rate paid would be
determined by the average state-
supported college tuition rate when
the contract is made, Burke said.
The tuition would be paid in either
a lump sum or over a period of five
to 10 years.
Contracts can be set up to pay
for either university or community
college tuition or a combination of
the two.
Burke said he believes the pro-
gram is necessary because of the
increasing cost of higher education.
“(It has been) determined that
the increase in college tuition is 85
percent over rate of inflation over
past 10 years,” Burke said. “No
investments (exist) that would
begin to match with that type of
increase.”
However, Director of Financial
Aid John Flynn said he believes the
program could run into major prob-
lems with providing compensation
for differences in tuition rates and
because of increases in tuition.
“How can you lock in today’s
cost for 18-years down the road?”
Flynn asked. “For me, I don’t see
that as being a viable option.”
Hohengarten said caution is
needed when the state sets tuition
rates and looks at the future cost of
college education, and added this
also caused problems with a simi-
lar plan in Michigan.
Burke said the interest generated
for the university by the savings
should be enough to compensate
for any differences in the tuition
rate. In addition, he said the plan
should be able to generate a profit
because of the large number of par-
ticipants expected.
“The more money you have to
invest as a greater capital, the
greater your returns are,” Burke
said, adding that the highest return
investments are available to those
who have a lot of funds. Financial
experts, appointed by the governor,
will invest the money into a fund.
Burke said the initial start up
cost for the program has ranged
from $60,000 to $200,000 at other
schools.
Pre-paid tuition bill
may not attract all
Students call for diverse courses
The Daily Eastern News
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“As long as I count the votes, whatare you going to do about it?
–“Boss” William Marcy Tweed
today’s quote
Student BOT member
knows Eastern best,
deserves official vote
NCAA basketball, spring fever go hand in hand
Eastern’s Board of Trustees has seven voting
members, most of whom live and work through-
out the state. They convene on campus only four
times a year.
Brian Anderson, the student representative to
the BOT, is surrounded by university issues every
day but is granted only an “advisory” vote.
A new bill circulating
through the Illinois State
House of Representatives,
however, could make his
vote official. The bill would grant official votes to
student trustees at public universities statewide.
With the BOT mostly removed from
Charleston, Eastern’s student body deserves this
vote.
A key problem with giving the student trustee
an official vote is the loss of a tie-breaking vote.
With eight official votes, a critical issue might end
up in a 4-4 split. But in little more than a year of
the Eastern BOT’s existence, no issue has been so
controversial.
To teeter the balance, appointing a ninth BOT
member is a feasible idea. Eastern BOT member
Nate Anderson said this is a possible notion.
Until that appointment, either BOT Chair Mack
Hollowell could abstain from voting, or Brian
Anderson’s vote could remain advisory. Any
brewing controversies that will split the BOT in
the near future are doubtful.
Officials opposing the bill have cited com-
plaints about the ineffectiveness of a student
trustee with a one-year term.
These ridiculous claims state that the one-year
term does not provide students with enough time
to look into issues involving the university.
This completely contrasts the truth as far as
Eastern is concerned. The student trustee lives
here and works on campus. If any BOT member is
most familiar with university issues, it is him. 
Nate Anderson agreed, adding that BOT mem-
bers often consult Anderson for information about
campus issues when making decisions.
This bill could only help boards of trustees and
the universities they represent.
The BOT votes aloud in a roll-call fashion.
Considering the student trustee casts his “adviso-
ry” vote after all of the BOT members cast their
official votes, his views do not seem to matter
when the time comes for the BOT’s final say on
an issue.
Editorial
Dear editor:
I am writing this letter to encourage
citizens from every corner of this state
to support their lawmakers in the call to
remove Supreme Court Chief Justice
James D. Heiple from the bench of the
highest court in Illinois for obstruction
of justice.
Democrats and Republicans alike
from all three branches of state govern-
ment recognize that Heiple is an enigma
to the bench. He has not displayed the
wisdom to step down and now the
Legislature must display the courage to
remove him as provided for in the
Illinois Constitution.
This call is not predicated on Heiple’s
display of poor character and judgment
in evading police officers, flashing his
court ID badge to get out of tickets or
his haranguing of police officers doing
their job with cries of “Do you know
how I am?”
The heart of the impeachment call
rests on the fact that Heiple has
obstructed justice. He stacked the
Illinois Courts Commission by appoint-
ing friends to sit on the very panel that
will determine whether to discipline
him for his actions.
It doesn’t take the wisdom of
Solomon to figure out that Heiple
stacked the deck to insulate himself. For
Illinois citizens to feel secure in know-
ing that the highest court in the state is
fair and impartial, Heiple must be
removed. If this is going to happen, citi-
zens need to call, write, fax or e-mail
their local senators and representatives
and stand with them, encourage them
and support them in any action to
remove Heiple.
If you or a family member had a case
before a court, would you really want
someone like Heiple sitting in judgment
of you or your situation when he holds
himself to a separate standard of jus-
tice? We must remind Heiple that the
robe he wears is a robe of justice, not a
cloak to protect himself from his own
injustice.
Penny Severns
Illinois state senator, D-Decatur
your turnHigh-profile stupidity,
blatant idiocies don’t
warrant free tuition Chief Justice Heiple
obstructed justice,
must be impeached
When T.S. Eliot correctly
labeled April the cruelest month, I
suspect he may have had in mind
the end of the NCAA basketball
season. This weekend,
Indianapolis will play host to the
last four teams vying for a national
championship title, signifying the
end of another college basketball
season and yet another crown for
the University of North Carolina.
Monday, however, signifies
something altogether greater than
this. April traditionally is the month during which basketball
fans of all stripes yawn, stretch and begin their unhappy trek
back into the land of the term papers, girlfriends and (ugh)
baseball. No other feeling compares to the remorse of the
basketball junkie after a five-month bender.  After months of
broken promises and broken dates, months of neglected
homework and unpaid bills, the ugly truth of April arrives
like a debt-collecting Mafioso who finds you without any
cash.
A singular phenomenon occurs to the afflicted that, while
sometimes debilitating, is most often harmless and should
probably just be let alone to run its course. Similar to the way
your vision is temporarily affected after you stare at a certain
color for a long period of time (you then see the opposite of
that color if you stare at a blank wall), the basketball junkie
may have, for about three weeks, a sort of hazy flashback to
something that occurred repeatedly during the season or in
the tournament.
For instance, one of these guys might be walking across
the quad one day when he suddenly has a vision of the age-
less color commentator Al McGuire (ageless because his
birth certificate burned in the Great Chicago Fire) mistakenly
and continually calling UCLA forward Charles O’Bannon by
his older brother Ed’s name (although Ed graduated two
years ago). You’ll recognize this seizure because, like the
1,000-year-old McGuire, the person involved keeps falling
down while trying to dance (on live television).
Another of these “shadows” may involve the person sud-
denly speaking in incomprehensible initials and exclama-
tions like the ubiquitous Dick Vitale.  An example might be
the same dude on the quad suddenly screaming that he’s
“gotta go SFF, baby!” which you will immediately decipher
to mean that he’s going to go study for finals. Or, perhaps the
more cryptic line I heard in the library just the other day,
“This MFL just flat out SMD,
baby!” (which I have yet to figure
out myself). There’s really not
much you can do for the party
involved in either of the cases, just
hope for the best and try to keep
their feet above their head. It also
may help to whisper the sobering
phrase, “Minnesota made it to the
Final Four,” in their ear.
For those sadists who are partic-
ularly enamored with large groups
of people’s misery, March is also
perennially a wonderful time to visit the campus one hour
due North of rain soaked Charleston. Once there, proceed to
ask any passers-by this question: Why do guys always lose to
inferior talent?  With the hang-dog look of a grizzled Cub
fan, expect them to mumble something about “next year”
and be on their way.
So,why does Dr. Naismith’s moral little sport demand so
much obedience in return for so little pleasure? Why do we
care more about the hopes and dreams of five future million-
aires than we do about Chaucer? Perhaps it’s because we see
the value in watching 10 young men portray for us a
metaphor for life. Or maybe we’re fascinated to see how
years of cultivated skills and mindless routine can be dashed
in the span of a few seconds. Or could it be that, finally,
we’re content to live in a society in which a man who grows
to 6 feet 9 inches and has good court vision can go places
never dreamed of in any culture besides our own.
As the seamless transition with which April rains take
over from March chills catches us unaware, take notice of
the splendid little ritual acted out this year in Indianapolis.
Forget the corporatization of college sports and the betting
scandals that plague our universities. Forget the tired com-
parisons of great teams and great games that always abound
at times like this. And forget that April is coming (and
beyond that, May). For this last weekend of the season, lose
yourself in the grace and magic of 20 men living out a
dream. And if the person next to you sometimes looks like he
or she is a little too far gone, lean over really quietly and
whisper, “Minnesota is in the Final Four.”
–Travis McDade is a graduate student in history, chief jus-
tice of the Student Supreme Court and a regular bi-monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
cutwm@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.
TRAVIS MCDADE
Regular columnist
“Why do we care
more about the
hopes and dreams
of five future 
millionaires than
we do about
Chaucer?”
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u t s s @ u x a . e c n . b g u . e d u
Dear editor:
Has this school gone completely
gooney? First, food fit for a maggot
and now student senate members want
money for their high and mighty posi-
tions?
What’s in store for us next – the
senate voting itself a nice big building
that they can spend weeks naming?
Hmmm ... shall it be the Senate
Building or Senate Hall? Or maybe
the construction company could pre-
maturely decide for us again. 
I can’t believe how greedy these
people are. Maybe I should vote
myself a tuition waiver because I put
in so much writing time responding to
the blatant idiocies of all these silly
fiends who commit high-profile acts
of stupidity. 
Thank you, and may you all sleep
well before waking to another beauti-
ful, tuition-free day.
Jeffrey Varchmin
special education major
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By CHAD GALLAGHER
Staff writer
A report presented to the Faculty
Senate Tuesday from the Coun-
seling Center Task Force said the
Counseling Center should remain
autonomous and not become a
facet of the proposed University
College.
“Consideration of placing the
center under Academic Assistance
or other units would tend to violate
the integrity of the purpose and
defined mission of the center as
well as potentially diluting the
scope of services,” the task force
report stated.
The task force was formed to
investigate changes being made
within the center without faculty
consultation.
Bill Kirk, co-chair of the task
force, said the university could
consider placing the Counseling
Center under Student Services,
which is a traditional relationship
among most universities. The
Counseling Center currently is
housed under Academic Affairs. 
The report also addressed the
mission of the Counseling Center. 
One concern is the recent ten-
dency to emphasize career coun-
seling/study skills and de-empha-
size direct counseling services for
students – the original intent of the
center founded in 1972.
“There has been a downgrading
of clinical services and an upgrad-
ing of educational services,” Kirk
said. “That does not mesh with the
historical intent of the center or
this task force’s recommendation.”
The task force recommended the
Counseling Center return to its his-
torical emphasis of treating stu-
dents for disorders such as panic,
anxiety, eating and depression.
“The integrity of the center will
stay in tact because we will not
stop seeing students with personal
problems,” said French Fraker, co-
chair of the task force and senate
member.
The task force recommended
hiring a part-time psychiatrist to
assist in making decisions regard-
ing severity issues.
If a student is deemed seriously
ill, the center forwards him or her
to other professional help.
Another problem cited by the
task force stems from the recent
trend of hiring academic support
professionals rather than tenure-
track faculty at the center.
In 1993, a tenure-track coun-
selor was denied tenure, and there
was an administrative attempt to
transfer the counselor from Unit A
to Unit B ASP status without con-
sultation of the center’s staff,
which formulated a grievance.
The counselor was transferred to
another unit with ASP status and
replaced by a master’s-level coun-
selor who accepted a temporary
faculty position.
The following year that person
accepted the administrative offer of
an academic support position and
remains at that post.
“The university would save a lot
of money hiring ASPs,” said
Laurent Gosselin, University
Professional of Illinois chapter
president. “But no person with a
Ph.D. is going to work as an aca-
demic support professional.”
The task force recommended the
center employ three faculty and
three academic specialist profes-
sionals at the center.
Kirk and other task force mem-
bers presented the recommenda-
tions to the Faculty Senate, which
decided to place the issue on next
week’s agenda to allow faculty
time to digest the document and
respond.
The 12-page task force report
can be viewed at the reference desk
in Booth Library or on the Faculty
Senate home page. By ALICE HOSTY
Staff writer
Racial discrimination, abor-
tion and the Holocaust will be
some of the social issues ad-
dressed in the theatre depar-
tment’s second production of the
spring semester.
“Slow Dance on the Killing
Ground” will be presented at 8
p.m. Thursday through Saturday
and April 2 to 5. It will also be
presented at 2 p.m. April 6 in
the Studio of the Doudna Fine
Arts Center.
Actors Lisa DiGangi, Alonso
Balderas and Jason Arnold will
play the roles of different char-
acters in Brooklyn, N.Y. who
discuss social problems.
E.T. Guidotti, the play direc-
tor and a professor of in the the-
ater arts department, said he
hopes the play will make people
more aware and more accepting
of social and cultural differ-
ences.
“Today’s neighborhoods have
become combat zones, even in
cities like Champaign,” Guidotti
said. “This play points out the
current decaying state of our
country and what we all face if
we do not deal with the prob-
lems and start to communicate
solutions so we can enhance our
living experience.”
He said the story tries to teach
people to embrace all different
cultures for democracy to func-
tion.
By SCOTT BOEHMER 
and DENISE RENFRO
Staff writers
Members of Eastern’s chapter of Phi Sigma Sigma
have until April 4 to submit additional information
about why their chapter should remain on campus. 
Linda Beavins, the director of undergraduates for
the National Supreme Council of Phi Sigma Sigma,
said the national organization wanted Eastern’s chap-
ter to submit more information about how Eastern’s
chapter will try to increase membership in the fall
semester 1997.
“We needed additional information before we
could make a sound decision,” Beavins said, adding
there was, “a lot of support shown in the initial
appeal but few specifics.”
The national chapter will probably make a deci-
sion within a week after the April 4 deadline,
Beavins said. 
Eastern’s Phi Sigma Sigma President Jennifer Law
said she received a fax Monday about the delay. The
fax did not contain reasons as to why the extension
was granted, Law said.
Law declined to comment further. 
The sorority was notified Feb. 23 by its national
office of the decision to revoke its charter because of
low membership.
Phi Sigma Sigma currently has 47 members. That
number is expected to drop to 35 after graduation.
The average membership of Eastern’s seven other
sororities is about 118.
SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor 
From left: Jason Arnold, a junior theater major who plays Glas, talks
with Alonso Balderas, a senior theater arts major who plays Randel.
Lisa Di Gangi (back), a junior theater arts major who plays Rosie, lis-
tens. The rehearsal for “Slow Dance on the Killing Ground” was held
in the studio of the Fine Arts Building Tuesday night.
Social issues to be main
feature of new production
Senate addresses Counseling
Center Task Force’s concerns
Sorority chapter receives extension
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University Theatre Presents
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BY William Hanley
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2 p.m. April 6
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Doudna Fine Arts Center
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Friends
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10:20, Sat Sun mats 2:15
Selena (PG) 4:00, 6:45,
9:30 Sat Sun mats 1:00
Vegas Vacation (PG) 5:45, 8:00, Sat
Sun mats 1:30, 3:30
Jungle 2 Jungle (PG) 4:30,
7:15, 9:40 Sat 
Sun mats 2:00
The English Patient (R) 4:45,
8:15
Sat Sun mats 1:15
Liar Liar (PG-13) DTS Digital
5:15, 7:30,9:50
Sat Sun mats 12:45, 3:00
Wednesday at
Steak Sandwich w/Fries
$3.49
$350 PITCHERS (LITE & ICEHOUSE) $200 22OZ LITE, BUDLIGHT, BUD
Karaoke Party!
TAN CONTEST
Prizes for the best tan!
Advertise
with
The Daily
EasternNews
By MATT ADRIAN
Staff writer
The Student Senate Wednesday
will continue discussion on the
referendum that would ask stu-
dents if they believe Student
Government executive officers
should receive full tuition
waivers.
The senate will meet at 7:00
p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
If the senate approves of the
referendum, it would appear on
the ballot in the April 15 and 16
Student Government elections.
The referendum would not end
tuition waivers for executive
members, but it would be used to
get student opinion on the issue.
Jackie McGrath, student senate
member and author of the resolu-
tion, said she believes the Student
Senate would be willing to exam-
ine the issue of tuition waivers if
students show concern about it.
“The wisest thing to do is form a 
sub-committee ... to determine
possible options,” McGrath said.
Some of the options would be to
have tuition waivers for executive
members who are in graduate
school at Eastern, or eliminate
tuition waivers or salaries for the
board members, McGrath said.
McGrath said she was con-
cerned that tuition waivers make
up almost half of the Student
Government budget and are paid
for with student activity fee
money.
David Milberg, senate adviser,
said the Student Government
received $12,312 for six tuition
waivers for this academic year.
The senate’s total budget was
$24,791.
Student Government requested
$12,744 in tuition waivers for fis-
cal year 1998. Milberg said the
request for a $432 increase is
being made because of the rise in
tuition costs.
Currently, the student body
president, the senate speaker, and
the vice presidents for academic,
financial, public and student
affairs receive full tuition
waivers.
The senate will also discuss a
proposal that would take away all
affiliations, including party affili-
ations, from the Student
Government ballot. 
If passed, the change will go
into effect in the fall semester
1997. The proposal was authored
by senate member Amy Fijal-
kiewicz.
By TRACY BROWN
Staff writer
Culture and unity will combine Thursday
through music and live performances highlighted
during the University Board’s Culture Fest.
The Culture Fest, providing five hours of con-
tinuous entertainment,  will  begin at  7 p.m.
Thursday in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
“This fest will benefit (the campus) because this
year we have had talks on racism and people get
shut off by all these talks,” said Trisha Hersey, UB
Human Potential Coordinator. “This is a way that
people can come together in poetry and in music.”
The fest will consist of nine bands, 10 poets and
two theater group performances.
Hersey said Fruteland Jackson, a nationally-
known acoustic blues artist, will be performing
songs from his new CD.
Rhythm and Blues music will also be provided
by Left Out Entertainment from Chicago as well
as Gate Dwellers, L.O.V.E., R.C.M. and DaTwins,
she said. The groups perform rap and R&B music
in nightclubs in Chicago, Hersey said.
Musical groups comprised of Eastern students
will also perform during the fest. The performers
include Backbone, K-Love, Jazz Combo, Down in
the Heather, Scrapone and Essassin as well as
gospel groups.
Hersey said students will perform poetry and
theater presentations as well.
“The EIU speech team will be performing the
theater presentations as well as the Indigo Theater
Society,” said Hershey. “Poetry will be provided
by the winners of Black Student Union’s first
annual poetry reading.”
Two stages, the front and the back stage, will be
set up in the Grand Ballroom in the Union. The
front stage will feature the music groups and the
back stage will feature the poetry readings and
theater performances, Hersey said.
“This fest will appeal mostly to the students, but
I hope the community comes and gets involved in
the fest also because they to can benefit from
learning the culture of others,” Hersey said.
Admission to the culture fest is free and free
food will be provided throughout the event.
Senate to discuss tuition waivers
Festival to feature poetry, music
A guitarist who has played
four times at Eastern already
will return Thursday to perform
a diverse style of guitar playing
and pop-oriented originals.
Roger Day, a solo acoustic
guitarist, will perform at 9 p.m.
in the Rathskeller Restaurant in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
“He could be considered pop,
folk, contemporary and rock all
wrapped up in one,” said Tom
Ryan, University Board chair.
Ryan said people interested in
acoustic music will enjoy Day’s
performance.
Day has performed at more
than 600 campuses across the
country. He has been nominated
for the Campus Entertainer of
the Year Award, according to a
press release.
The Performing Songwriter
Magazine ranked his first CD
“Rich Man, Poor Man, Beg-
german, Thief,” as one of the 10
best independent releases of
1994. He currently is working
on a new CD for children.
Admission to the performance
is $5 for the public and $3 for
students.
Acoustic guitarist returns tonight
what is the
Student
Senate?
The Student Senate is a body of
elected students who represent all
of Eastern’s students, ensuring that
the university treats them fairly and
addresses their issues.
The senate members and the
Student Government executive
board are responsible for taking
stands on student-related issues
and for controlling how student
activity fees are spent.
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Spy Wednesday, March 26 .... 9:00 pm Mass - Newman Chapel
Holy Thursday, March 27 ........ 7:00 pm Mass - Newman  Chapel
8:00 pm Mass - St. Charles
8:00 pm to Midnight - Adoration
of the Blessed Sacrament
Newman Chapel
Good Friday, March 28 ........... 12:00 Noon Service - Univ Ballroom  
8:00 pm Service - St. Charles
Holy Saturday, March 29 ......... 8:00 pm Easter Vigil - St. Charles
Easter Sunday, March 30 ........ 8:00 am Mass - St Charles
9:30 am Mass - St Charles
11 am Mass - Coleman Auditorium
(No 9:00 pm Mass at Coleman Auditorium)
For Rides Call 348-0188
Holy Week
Schedule
GOOD UNTIL FRIDAY
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March 26th
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$175 $150
$100 50¢
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Eastern students and Charleston residents have
until March 27 to request an absentee ballot to
vote in the April 1 Municipal Elections.
The last day to cast an absentee ballot in Coles
or Mattoon counties is March 31.
Students and residents have until March 27 to
record a change of name or address.
Anyone with questions can contact the Coles
County Clerk’s Office at 348-0501 or the Mattoon
County Clerk’s Office at 258-0501 between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Both offices will have special hours from 9
a.m. to noon on Saturday, March 29 for in-person
absentee voting.
SACRAMENTO, Calif.
(AP) – The state said Tuesday
it plans to deny illegal immi-
grants access to 200 programs,
ranging from rent assistance to
licenses to sell alcoholic bev-
erages.
However, officials said the
state will continue coverage
for at least some illegal immi-
grants in nine programs,
including medical care for the
elderly and infirm and sick
children.
The administration of Gov.
Pete Wilson says the cuts are
mandated under the federal
welfare law that President
Clinton signed in August,
which includes a provision
requiring states to abolish
state-funded benefit programs
for illegal immigrants.
Wilson “asked us to reiter-
ate the fact that he does indeed
believe ... that services are a
magnet for illegal aliens to our
state,” spokesman Sean Walsh
said. “But for humanitarian
purposes, and to protect public
safety and public health, we
will seek some exemptions.” It
could be more than a year
before any cuts begin.
The state has no idea how
much money will be affected
by the cuts because it doesn’t
know how many illegals are
getting the benefits, Walsh
said.
Hospital emergency care for
illegal immigrants is continued
under the federal law.
SPRINGFIELD (AP) – The
Illinois Courts Commission’s chair-
man will allow video cameras at
next week’s misconduct hearing for
Supreme Court Chief Justice James
Heiple, William Holdridge, courts
administrator, said this morning.
Supreme Court Justice Moses
Harrison II had decided Monday to
ban cameras and tape recorders
from the hearing, but then changed
his mind, giving no explanation,
Holdridge said.
Two pool cameras will provide
audio and video feeds to media at
the April 1 hearing in Collinsville,
Holdridge said.
“The concern is that there is
order in the hearing,’’ Holdridge
said.
Holdridge said he was unsure
whether Harrison would allow still
cameras or tape recorders in the
hearing room. Harrison was in
court this morning and could not be
reached for comment.
Don Craven, legal counsel for
the Illinois Press Association, the
Illinois Broadcasters Association
and the Illinois News Broadcasters
Association, said Harrison told
them this morning that reporters
would be allowed to use cameras,
microphones and tape recorders.
“At this point, we are trying to
coordinate things,’’ Craven said.
“I’m concerned that (the press) not
disrupt the hearing.’’ When Heiple
chaired the commission before he
became chief justice, he allowed
cameras and tape recorders to be
used during the case against
Sangamon County Associate Judge
John Keith, Craven said.
The commission removed Keith
from the bench in 1994 for show-
ing disrespect to citizens in his
courtroom.
CHICAGO (AP) – A study of nearly 35,000 blood donors found
a small number failed to reveal risky behavior, such as unsafe sex
and intravenous drug use.
The finding doesn’t signal a change in the safety of the nation’s
blood supply but suggests that screening procedures should be
reviewed, said lead researcher Alan Williams, a senior scientist for
the American Red Cross.
Results of the study, sponsored by the National Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute, are in Wednesday’s Journal of the American
Medical Association. 
All donated U.S. blood is tested for seven infectious disease fac-
tors, including HIV, the virus that causes AIDS, before it is
released.
The study is based on information from surveys mailed to people
who had donated blood in Los Angeles, San Francisco, Detroit,
Baltimore-Washington and Oklahoma City.
The researchers sent out 50,162 surveys and got responses from
34,726 donors. 
Absentee ballots offered this week
State plans
to alienate
immigrants
Court allows cameras
inside Heiple’s hearing  
Survey shows donors fail
to reveal facts on behavior
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for Michigan boys/girls summer
camps. Teach: swimming, canoe-
ing, sailing, water skiing, gymnas-
tics, riflery, archery, tennis, golf,
sports, computers, camping,
crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also
kitchen, office, maintenance.
Salary $1300 or more plus R&B.
Camp LWC/GWC. 1765 Maple,
Nfld., IL. 60093. 847-446-2444
________________________5/2
#1 RANKED FUNDRAISER-Your
group, club, Frat./Sor. can raise
up to $200...$500...$1000 in one
week. Minimal hrs/effort required.
Call 800-925-5548, Access Code
22. Participants receive FREE
Sport Camera just for calling.
_______________________4/10
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT-Fishing industry. Learn
how students can earn up to
$2,850/mo + benefits
(room/board). Call Alaska
Information Services: 1-800-207-
5365 Ext A57381.
________________________4/4
PARK RANGERS! Game war-
dens, park police. $6-$20 per
hour. Year round positions men
and women. (504)429-9231. 24
hours. Ext 5172P11.
_______________________3/28
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. UNI-
VERSITY UNION NOW HIRING
for intersession and summer for
the following positions Catering
and dining department
Rathskeller apply in room 208 or
call 5326 or 6082
_______________________3/28
R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company
Customer Service-The Mattoon,
IL Division of R.R. Donnelley &
Sons Company, the world’s
largest commercial printer, is
seeking a self-motivated individu-
al for the position of entry-level
Customer Service
Representative. This position
involves working directly with cus-
tomers and manufacturing
departments to assure the satis-
factory completion of a printing
job. Minimum Qualif ications
include: *Bachelors or Masters
degree in Business or related
field *Excellent written and oral
communication skills *Excellent
organizational, time management
and problem solving skills * Ability
to work under pressure. Qualified
applicants should send their letter
of application, resume and salary
history to: R.R. Donnelley & Sons
Company, Human
Resources/CSA, P.O. Box 1668,
Mattoon, I l  61938 Equal
Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V. 
_______________________3/27
FARM HELP WANTED.
Experience preferred. Call after 3
p.m. or leave message on the
machine 348-8906.
________________________4/9
SERIOUS OPPORTUNITY-I need
10 quality people. If you are moti-
vated and looking for something
more call 337-4921 Ext 102.
_______________________3/28
CLIENT SERVICE REPRESEN-
TATIVE-Mattoon firm seeks a
motivated and professional client
service rep. 4-year degree in
communications or related field
preferred. Candidates MUST
have excellent communication
skills, planning and organizational
abilities, and working knowledge
of computer applications such as
Microsoft Word or WordPerfect.
Excellent start ing salary and
bonus plan! Interested? Send
Resume to Jennifer at INTERIM
PERSONNEL, 820A Broadway,
Mattoon, Il 61938.
_______________________3/27
PART-TIME WORK Interim
Personnel has an opening for a
college student to work 5 hours a
week, 1 hour every afternoon in
Charleston. must be available
from 2:45-3:34 p.m. Call today for
more information! 345-2211.
_______________________3/27
WEEKEND D.J. NEEDED with or
without C.D.’s. Call 349-8613.
_______________________3/28
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-Plus
forests, beach resorts, ranches,
rafting companies. Nationwide
openings. Call (919)918-7767 ext
R149.
_______________________4/22
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Earn to
$3000-$6000+/month in fisheries,
park, resorts. Airfare!
Food/Lodging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-7767 ext A149.
_______________________4/22
CRUISE LINES HIRING-Earn to
$2000+/month plus free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, ect).
No exp. necessary. Free
room/board. (919)918-7767 ext
C149.
_______________________4/22
NEW restaurant coming soon,
CODY’S ROAD HOUSE,
Mattoon. Taking applications fro
cooks, dishwashers, hostesses,
wait staff, bus people. Apply in
person at Gowins Restaurant &
Catering, 1700 Broadway,
Mattoon. Tues & Thurs. 10 a.m. -
1 p.m., 4 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
_______________________4/14
FULL TIME ADULT ADVOCATE
POSITION WORKING WITH
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE VICTIMS
AND THEIR CHILDREN. Must
have reliable transportation and
proof of insurance. Need to be
flexible and self-motivated. Verbal
and written skills a plus. Master
degree in counseling/ group
experience preferred. Send
resume to CADV P.O. Box 372.
________________________4/8
CAMP STAFF-Separate Northern
Minnesota Bays Camp and Girls
Camp. Seeding h9igh energy,
caring individuals as counselors
to instruct water skiing, board
sailing, swimming, sailing , horse-
back riding, mountain biding,
archery, gymnastics, and back
packing. Make a difference in a
child’s life. June 11 to August 13
Call 217-345-3555.
________________________4/9
BARTENDERS AND WAITRESS-
ES NEEDED. Apply in person.
Broadway Joe’s. 1412 Broadway
Ave, Mattoon.
________________________4/1
STAYING IN THE AREA THIS
SUMMER AND NEEDING A
JOB? We are now accepting
applications for all positions apply
in person every Saturday and
Sunday from noon to 5 p.m. at
Skeeters Restaurant in Sullivan,
Il, Sullivan Marina.
________________________4/1
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
MAILING OUR CIRCULARS. For
info call 301-429-1326
________________________5/5
“HOW TO MAKE 5,000 A WEEK
FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE”
Earn $500 each & every week
with our unique method. Learn
how. Free information. Send
S.A.S.E. to M.M.H. TRYSTAR
CO. Dept. #B P.O. Box 1216
Mattoon, Il 61938.
_______________________3/28
“HOW TO MAKE $500 PER DAY
WORKING FROM HOME” Make
$500/day work at home. Jobs
available. No experience
required. Free information. Rush
S.A.S.E. to M.M.H. TRYSTAR
Co. Dept #I P.O. Box 1216
Mattoon, Il 61938.
_______________________3/28
SEEKING 3 INDIVIDUALS WHO
want to work their own hours,
earn immediate income and
develop a large money-making
organization by graduation. Call
217-698-7224 for more informa-
tion.
_______________________3/31
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-1544
for information!
________________________5/5
$1000’s POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part time. At home. Toll
free 1-800-218-9000 Ext R-2262
for listings.
_______________________3/26
$1000’S POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part time. At home. Toll Free 1-
800-218-9000 Ext T-2262 for list-
ings.
_______________________3/26
LOSE WEIGHT WHILE YOU
SLEEP, the healthy way. No diet,
no exercise, all natural. Call 345-
7413.
_______________________4/14
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
for 97-98 school year. Close to
campus. Low rent. Call Cheryl at
581-2245.
________________________4/3
2 FEMALE SUBLESSORS TO
SHARE A ROOM FOR SUMMER
97. $150/month each. Park Place
Apt. Call Tami or Jamie 345-
5830.
_______________________3/28
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Large 3 bedroom
house. Near Stix. Clean, non-
smoker. Phone 345-2076.
_______________________3/27
PARK PLACE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED. Close to campus.
Furnished. Rent negotiable. 348-
5597
________________________4/7
NEEDED: 1 OR 2 SUBLESSORS
FOR A NICE 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT close to campus
and night life! For information call
348-8786.
________________________4/1
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED 2
rooms, a/c, parking, dishwasher,
OLDTOWNE apts. Call 348-0058.
________________________4/3
1 TO 2 FEMALE N/S ROOM-
MATES needed to share U-Court
Apt. 581-2753.
_______________________3/26
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, CLOSE
TO CAMPUS, washer, dryer, 3
people at $125, available for Fall,
3 people at $190. Call 345-2730.
_______________________3/27
SUBLESSORS: Large 3 bedroom
Park Place Apartment. Neat,
close to campus. For summer.
345-9750
_______________________3/27
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEED-
ED: Big clean apartment. Very
close to campus. Low rent. A/C.
3-5 people. 345-1449.
________________________4/1
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
FABULOUS PARK PLACE
APARTMENT. Price negotiable.
345-1165.
________________________4/2
1-2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED for
summer 97. Park Place
Apartments. Fully furnished, one
bedroom, price negotiable. Call
345-4876.
________________________4/2
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEED-
ED: Furnished 3 bedroom apart-
ment close to campus. Rent
negotiable. Park Place. 345-
4344.
_______________________ 4/8
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES FOR 97-
98 SCHOOL YEAR.  $235/month
12 mo. lease. Call 345-3148.
________________________5/5
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997.
McArthur Manor. Quiet-
Furnished-2 Bedroom Apartment.
345-2231.
________________________5/5
ONLY ONE LEFT! One bedroom,
unfurnished apartment- all utilities
paid! NO PETS, NO PARTIES!
Quiet building!! 345-6759
________________________5/5
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 AND
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400
square feet. Available summer or
fall of 1997. 6 blocks north of
Hardees. Off street parking avail-
able. Reasonable utilities. Ask
about 8% rent discount. Phone
345-7225.
________________________5/5
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 BED-
ROOM, 2 BATH, 1300 SQUARE
FEET apartment. Available sum-
mer or fall of 1997. 6 blocks north
of Hardees. Off street parking
available. Reasonable utilities.
Ask about 8% rent discount.
Phone 345-9531.
________________________5/5
SUMMER ‘97 ONLY. Furnished 5
bedroom apartment. One efficien-
cy period. Phone 345-7225.
________________________5/5
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APART-
MENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363.
________________________5/5
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
Furnished apartments, patios,
balconies, air, pool, sundeck,
close to campus, 24-hour mainte-
nance appointment 345-6000.
________________________5/5
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN-
HOUSE FOR 2, 3, OR 4 PEO-
PLE. Furnished. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363. Apartments avail-
able.
________________________5/5
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98-Two bed-
room furnished and unfurnished
apartments. 10/12 month leases.
Water and trash included. 947 4th
street. No pets allowed. Call 348-
7746 for appointment.
________________________5/5
BRAND NEW 3 Bedroom apts.
345-6533.
_______________________4/15
1-2 BEDROOM APT. 10 and 12
mo. lease. Trash. Furnished. No
pets. 345-4602
_______________________4/14
ALPHA PHI ALPHA King Tut Tuck-ins today and tomorrow from 11
a.m. - 2 p.m. at Taylor and Thomas Halls.
HAITI CONNECTION Meeting tonight at 5 p.m. at the Newman
Lounge on the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
PSI CHI Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the lounge. Learn how to get
involved in independent study.
UB CONCERTS Committee meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Casey
Room-MLK Union.
MORTAR BOARD INC. New member orientation tonight at 8 p.m. in
Coleman Hall room 318. All new members are expected to attend.
UNIVERSITY BOARD HOMECOMING Weekly meeting tonight at 9
p.m. in the Oakland Room-MLK Union.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION Weekly meeting
tonight at 6 p.m. in the Greenup Room-MLK Union. Hope everyone
had a great Spring Break.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held tonight at 9 p.m. at
the Newman Chapel on the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
ACS CHEMISTRY CLUB General meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in PS 415.
Useful information for chemistry majors and minors.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Bible study tonight at 8 p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church. The topic is relationships.
THE COUNSELING CENTER Life Skills Workshop tonight at 7 p.m. in
the Charleston/Mattoon Room-MLK Union. “Loss of Self” presented by
Linda Anderson, Counseling Center. Know who you are until you are in
a romantic relationship? This workshop will focus on how to remain
whole in a relationship and never lose yourself again.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Charleston Manor service project today. Meet at
the rock at 4:15 p.m. We will be gone until 6 p.m. Membership
Committee meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in Lawson Lobby. Fundraising
Committee meeting at 7 p.m., Service Committee meeting at 6 p.m.
and Exec Board meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the APO office.
UNIVERSITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Prayer Committee
meeting tonight at 9 p.m. in Andrews basement. All prayer committee
members are asked to attend. If you are not able to attend please con-
tact Wonda Cannon at 581-2845.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL AND ALLIES UNION Action Committee
meeting tonight at 7 p.m. and Poetry Reading at 8 p.m. in the Greenup
Room-MLK Union. Everyone welcome.
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
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Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activi-
ties and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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LARGE 3 & 4 BEDROOM FOR 4-
6 PEOPLE.  FURNISHED, DISH-
WASHER, GARBAGE DISPOS-
AL. TRASH PAID. AVAILABLE
FALL 97. 345-2363.
_______________________ 5/5
NEW DELUXE, LOFT STYLE, 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT down-
town Mattoon. 1 yr. lease. 348-
8406
________________________5/5
THOMERLY APARTMENTS-
Furnished, very spacious apart-
ments. Trash paid, laundry facili-
ties, off street parking. For 3 peo-
ple. Call 349-8824 (9-5 p.m.)
_______________________3/26
1 AND 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. $170 per person. 415
Harrison. Summer 3 bedroom.
348-5032.
_______________________3/28
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENT. Close to Campus.
For 2 quiet, older students. No
smoking, No pets, No parties!
Reference and deposit required.
348-0979 after 3 p.m.
________________________4/7
LARGE 3-4 PERSON APT.
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98 SCHOOL
YEAR. Plenty of parking, reason-
able uti l i t ies, washer/dryer,
garbage disposal, dishwasher. 2
1/2 baths. Brittany Ridge #31.
345-4489 or 348-1315.
_______________________3/28
NICE, CLEAN EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT available for one
person for May 97-May 98.
Water, trash, and parking includ-
ed. Call 348-0819 leave mes-
sage.
_______________________3/28
3 GIRLS NEEDED for 2 bedroom
house. Garage, hardwood floors
and patio. May 1. Rent nego-
tiable. 348-1183
_______________________3/28
UPSTAIRS 4 BEDROOM APT. 1
block north of campus on 9th.
345-6621 leave message.
________________________4/3
FEMALES WANTED: 3 BDR
apartment. North side of town.
Very spacious, newly remodeled.
Very big rooms. 200/p. No pets.
345-6621
________________________4/3
FIVE LARGE BEDROOM
HOUSE two baths. Partly fur-
nished. Three blocks from
Charleston Square. Located on
the Homecoming Parade. Call
345-5088
_______________________3/28
NOW LEASING, LARGE 3 BR
FURNISHED APT. 97-98 school
year Call 345-3664 after 10 a.m.
________________________4/4
‘97-’98—Home in quiet neighbor-
hood close to campus. Senior or
graduate students. Well-kept 2-
bedroom apartments. $210. 345-
7678.
_______________________3/31
1 1/2 BLOCKS FROM OLD MAIN
FOR GROUP OF 7-8. available
August ‘97, 7-8 bedroom house
furnished hook-ups and trash
included washer dryer furnished
references required 345-5511.
________________________4/4
FOR LEASE-97-98 school year. 2
bedroom apartment and 2 bed-
room house. 346-3583.
________________________4/2
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN-
HOUSE style apartments. 2/3
people. Nice, furnished, close to
campus. M & L Properties. 348-
0350.
________________________4/4
SUMMER ONLY-2 & 3 bedroom
apartments $150/person. 1 block
North of Domino’s. 348-8792.
________________________4/2
CHECK OUR HOUSING LIST.
Apartments for 1,2 or 3 tenants.
Good locations. Good prices.
Lists available at Century 21,
Wood. 1512 A street. Jim Wood,
broker.
________________________4/4
UNFURNISHED HOUSES FOR 3
OR 5 CLEAN non-smoking
females. One year lease. $210-
$250 each, near campus. 345-
2564.
_______________________3/28
2 HOUSES FOR RENT for sum-
mer 97: Call 342-3475 for info.
_______________________3/28
GIRLS 2 BEDROOM NICELY
FURNISHED APARTMENT.
Trash and water paid. 10 month
lease. 345-5048.
_______________________3/27
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED.
Water & garbage included. 10
mo. 348-0288.
_______________________3/28
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED. $150
EACH. 10 mo. at 325 Madison.
348-0288.
_______________________3/27
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, WASHER,
DRYER, close to campus. 3 peo-
ple at $190, also 2 bedroom near
campus, 3 at $180. 10 month
lease.
_______________________3/27
RENTING FOR FALL. Large 4
bdrm, 2 bath House on 6th St. Up
to 6 people. 345-3344.
_______________________3/28
LARGE HOUSE AT 3rd AND
PIERCE. Reasonable rent.
Washer/Dryer. 345-4487. Leave
message.
_______________________3/27
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, car port,
large yard, W/D hookups, pets
upon approval. $450/month. 348-
0762.
________________________4/2
\FALL-3 bedroom newly remod-
eled apartment. 1 block from Old
Main. 220/student. Low utilities.
348-8792.
________________________4/2
Close to EIU-Extra nice apart-
ments, air conditioned, private
parking, twelve month lease.
Deposits and referenced
required. No pets. Water and
trash, furnished. Two bedroom-
stove, dishwasher, refrigerator,
compactor, patio-$460/mo. One
bedroom-stove and refrigerator-
$315/mo. Studio-stove,
microwave, refrigerator-$300/mo.
J.P. Furlong Realtor 345-8600.
_______________________4/14
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
security deposit required. No
pets! 348-0699 after 5 p.m. or
leave message.
________________________4/4
TRI-FOLD FUTON COUCH.
$100 Call 348-1743
_______________________3/27
85 WHITE SAAB 900 TURBO
powerlocks, power sunroof, auto-
matic. $1200 OBO. Cal Brooks
345-1460
________________________5/2
‘91 DODGE SHADOW CON-
VERTIBLE 2 door P/W, cruise,
tilt, Am/FM stereo, auto, etc. Call
348-6069 after 5 p.m.
_______________________3/31
94 TRACKER, 4 X 4, auto, 43K
miles, MUST SELL. $8600/OBO
348-0038
_______________________3/28
10 SPEED WORLDSPORT,
newly rebuilt, great bike, $25 Call
345-4876.
________________________4/2
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW’s, Corvettes. Also Jeeps ,
4WD’s. Your area. Toll free 1800-
218-9000 Ext A-2262 for current
listings.
_______________________3/26
1995 GT FULL SUSPENSION
MOUNTAIN BIKE with Shimano
XT/LT and rockshox Mag 21 Call
349-8447 $750.
_______________________3/29
SPECIALIZED ROCKHOPPER
WITH XT FEATURES, great con-
dition,. $290 Call 345-4876.
________________________4/2
FULL SIZED FUTON-$150-Call
348-5517 or 348-1430 after 3
p.m.
_______________________ 4/1
LOST- ONE PAIR OF eye glass-
es and case. Reward. Call Scott
581-8051
_______________________3/27
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA INFOR-
MATIONAL RUSH is tonight at
the chapter house at Greek Court
starting at 7:00. For questions call
Tina at 6564.
_______________________3/26
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$CASH FOR COL-
LEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435.
________________________5/5
OFFICIAL NOTICE TO ALL
SPRING/SUMMER GRADU-
ATES: YOU MAY ORDER DIS-
TINCTIVE GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS @
TOKENS... FAST, 5-DAY DELIV-
ERY... ALSO, IT’S NOT TOO
LATE FOR CLASS RINGS!!
COME IN TO SEE US AT
TOKENS, OR CALL AT 1-800-
954-7237
_______________________4/30
SPRING BREAK IS OVER, SO
WHAT ABOUT THAT RESUME?
For summer jobs or internships?
NO WORRIES! Student
Publications has a FAST AND
PROFESSIONAL resume  and
cover letter service. For results
call 581-2812 and ask for
Adrienne
________________________4/4
TAN CONTEST:Wednesday 26th
Stu’s (Ladies Night) Great prizes
and giveaways.
_______________________3/26
LADIES NIGHT AT THE PLACE.
Quarter beer, dollar rail drinks. 8
miles East of Charleston on Rt
16.
_______________________3/26
FUNDRAISER-Plan now for Fall.
Great opportunity for motivated
and organized groups to earn
$500 plus, promoting top clients
at your campus. Call Gina to get
priority fro best Fall dates at 1-
800-592-2121 ext 110.
_______________________3/26
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA-Keep the
spirit alive! Greek Week is almost
here!
_______________________3/26
FEMALE AFRICAN AMERICAN
LAW SCHOOL REPRESENTA-
TIVE TO SPEAK ABOUT N.I.U.
C 205 AT 4 P.M. 
______________________ 3/27
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
tax, Repo’s’s, REO’s. Your area.
Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext H-
2262 for current listings.
_______________________3/26
CONGRATULATIONS TO CINDY
McGILL OF ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA on getting engaged to
TOM McLAUGHLIN A LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA ALUM.
_______________________3/26
RUSH DELTA SIGMA PHI
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26, 1997.
7-9 P.M. AT 1001 GREEK
COURT.
______________________ 3/26
TO MY PHI SIGS: Hope you all
had a great and safe Spring
Break. Glad to see you all back.
Love, Your sweetheart.
_______________________3/26
LADIES OF ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA: Get pumped up for Greek
Week.
_______________________3/26
JENNY DOLEMBA OF TRI-
SIGMA-Moms watching you.
_______________________3/26
PHI SIG TUGGERS-Keep up the
hard work. 
_______________________3/26
LISA HENRY OF PHI SIGMA
SIGMA-Hope you had a great
birthday. Sorry I missed it! We’ll
have to celebrate. Love, Jen.
______________________ 3/26
ALPHA SIGMA TAUS-Get excit-
ed for Greek Sing. You are doing
great.
_______________________3/26
KRIS GLOVER AND DIANE
SCHMELZEL OF AST-
Congratulations on becoming ori-
entation leaders. Your sisters are
proud of you.
_______________________3/26
CONGRATULATIONS TO
WALLEN OF SIGMA NU for
receiving Commander’s Salute.
Hey tuggers: Keep up the hard
work.
_______________________3/26
DAWN JOHNSON-Happy 21st
Birthday! Do monkeys like to go
out on their Birthday? Guess we’ll
find out!! Have a great one. Love,
Julie, Kristina, Chrissy and Mara.
_______________________3/26
CONGRATS RACHEL SMITH
AND AMY ZUMBAHLEN OF ASA
on receiving the Awesome Alpha
awards this week! Love, Your
ASA sisters.
______________________ 3/26
CONGRATULATIONS TO GWEN
HOLT OF SIGMA KAPPA for
receiving you new money making
position on Panhellenic.
_______________________3/26
RUSH DELTA SIGMA PHI
WEDNESDAY MARCH 26, 1997
7-9 P.M. AT 1001 GREEK
COURT.
______________________ 3/26
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(AP) – Even inside the literary world, the name Fiction Collective
Two would have stumped many people just a few weeks ago. But
then a congressman criticized the tiny publisher’s work as govern-
ment-funded obscenity.
Suddenly the Normal-based publisher found itself in the middle of
a political debate and the news. FC2 was being mentioned by The
New York Times, The Washington Times, literary magazines,
prominent writers.
But Curtis White, co-director of the not-for-profit publisher, said
Tuesday he was sorry to see Rep. Peter Hoekstra, R-Michigan, use
FC2 as ammunition against the National Endowment for the Arts.
“We are just one of several blunt instruments he has found to
bludgeon the NEA,” White said. “I think it’s fading, and I’m glad its
fading.” Housed at Illinois State University, FC2 publishes only 10
or 12 books a year and produces maybe 3,000 copies of each. It spe-
cializes in experimental fiction that sometimes includes explicit sex
scenes.
This year, it has a $25,000 grant from the NEA.
URBANA (AP) – A man on parole for raping three
women in Chicago had worked as a custodian at
Urbana Middle School, a teacher’s assistant said.
Amy Contos told The News-Gazette in Champaign
that she met Nathan Antoine in the fall of 1995 while
he was cleaning the classroom where she helped stu-
dents after school.
At the time, he was on parole after serving 12 years
in prison for 1983 convictions on rape, attempted rape
and deviate sexual assault charges.
Antoine, 37, is now being held in the Cook County
jail on $5 million bond on charges he raped a 72-year-
old Oak Lawn woman on March 15. Police also have
said they plan to charge him with raping a 13-year-old
girl.
State law requires background checks on all school
employees to weed out convicted felons like Antoine.
Preston Williams, the Urbana school district’s person-
nel director, said he could not comment on what the
results of the screening process were in Antoine’s case.
School officials also would not say how long Antoine
was employed there.
PORT MORESBY, Papua New Guinea (AP) –
Mutinous soldiers in combat fatigues blocked the exits
to Papua New Guinea’s parliament building today after
lawmakers rejected a call for the premier to resign.
But the unrest around the parliamentary compound
eased when Maj. Walter Enuma, a top-ranking soldier
allied to fired army leader Brig. Gen. Jerry Singirok,
arrived and took control.
The army troops had ordered civilians out of
Parliament at gunpoint after legislators defeated a
motion calling on Prime Minister Sir Julius Chan to
step down.
Having Chan step aside during an investigation into
a $36 million contract with foreign mercenaries to
quash a 9-year rebellion on the island of Bougainville
would ensure the inquiry’s independence, soldiers said.
Soldiers protest against New Guinea lawmakers
Convicted rapist employed at Urbana schoolCongressman criticizes
publisher for obscenity
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"A
Ce
lebr
ation
ofDiversityThroughtheArts"
Rap
R&B
Gospel
Jazz
Alternative
Winnersof BSU 1st
Annual Poetry
Reading
EIU Speech Team
Indigo Theatre
Society
Thursday March
27
7pm-12am
LIVE MUSIC     POETRY
&
COME CELEBRATE OUR
DIVERSE CULTURES
WITH A NIGHT OF:
Free
Food!!
Free
Admission
Large 1 Topping
PIZZA
Small 1 Topping
PIZZA
$200 $100
We Accept Visa, Master Card, and Discover
OFF OFF
Jerry’s Pizza J ’ i
& Pub
DELIVERY
11:00 am to 1:00 am
Corner of 4th and Lincoln
345-2844
Specials at
the daily eastern news
advertise.
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) –
Walking on crutches and wearing
a cast that ran from under his
right knee down to his foot,
Robin Ventura visited his Chi-
cago White Sox teammates Tues-
day and vowed to return as soon
as possible.
“I’m bummed out because I
was really excited about playing
this year,’’ said Ventura, who suf-
fered a dislocated ankle and bro-
ken lower right leg last Friday
after sliding into home plate
against the Boston Red Sox.
“That’s the way it goes. I just
have to do whatever I can to
rehabilitate it and get back on the
field.’’ 
Ventura, a four-time Gold
Glove winner at third base who
batted .287 with 34 homers and
105 RBIs last season, is expected
to miss three or four months.
Ventura said he remembers
catching his foot in the right side
of the batter’s boxv when he slid
into home plate at Ed Smith
Stadium, “There are always holes
there,’’ he said. “I think (my
foot) kind of got caught there and
stopped. Everything else kept
going.’’ It was a gruesome injury
and left his right foot dangling
off his ankle.
Ventura said the real pain
wasn’t on the field immediately
after the injury, but later when
team physician Dr. James Bos-
cardin tried to relocate the ankle
in the White Sox club house.
“When you’re in shock, I
mean my foot was there and I
didn’t know what to do,’’ said
Ventura.
“(Assistant trainer) Mark
Anderson came out and I said,
‘Put it back in.’ He said, ‘I can’t
do that right now.’ It was a very
weird feeling. I could feel my
calf cramp up but as far as the
ankle, I could move my toes. I
could feel everything in my foot.
“Dr. Boscardin got it about
half way and couldn’t get it in.
My muscle wasn’t relaxed
enough. I don’t know what they
gave me but the muscle relaxed
and then they got it back in.’’ 
Ventura underwent surgery to
repair a broken tibia and fibula,
which were set with screws. The
torn ligaments in his ankle also
were repaired, and he was re-
leased Sunday from Sarasota
Memorial Hospital.
Ventura set for Aug. 1 return
ATLANTA (AP) – The Braves and Indians pulled off a blockbuster
trade today in which Atlanta sent outfielders David Justice and
Marquis Grissom to Cleveland for outfielder Kenny Lofton and reliev-
er Alan Embree.
The trade had great implications for both teams – on the field and in
restructuring their payrolls.
“I’m in shock,’’ said Justice, who was angry after learning of the
four-player deal. “If I was supposed to shed any tears, it was when I
said goodbye to the guys.’’ Added Grissom: “This is a business. We
had a great ball club.
“Now I’ll go play my butt off (for Cleveland). I’ll just have to get
used to Randy Johnson and Roger Clemens.’’ 
The NL champion Braves were looking to trade the high-priced
Justice to free room in their salary structure for re-signing pitchers
Greg Maddux and Tom Glavine, both free agents at the end of the sea-
son. Justice, who missed nearly all of last season with a shoulder
injury, will make $12.5 million over the next two seasons.
The Indians were facing the loss of Lofton, one of the game’s top
leadoff hitters, at the end of this season. The center fielder already had
told the team he didn’t want to talk about a contract extension and
plans to file for free agency once the season is over.
“I never said that,’’ Lofton said Tuesday at a news conference from
the Indians training camp at Winter Haven, Fla. “That didn’t come out
of Kenny Lofton’s mouth. That was the Indians who decided that.’’ 
Atlanta general manager John Schuerholz, whose team has been to
the World Series four of the past six seasons, said the trade gives the
Braves roster flexibility and allows them to be more aggressive sign-
ing players.
“We think with Lofton we get an established center fielder and lead-
off batter, one of the best in baseball,’’ he said. “We think our 1997
team will be as strong if not stronger.’’ 
Justice, Grissom
dealt to Cleveland
PHILADELPHIA (AP) – Allen Iverson thinks he
deserves to be the NBA Rookie of the Year. He also
thinks he’s in trouble if the vote turns into a popularity
contest.
“All you can base it on is who has done the most on
the basketball court this season,’’ the Philadelphia
76ers guard said Tuesday. “When you look at that, I
don’t think there’s any question, but you better believe
they’re going to make it out to be a big contest.’’ 
Though Iverson, the No. 1 choice in the June draft,
leads all rookies in scoring, minutes and steals per
game, he’s not had a smooth transition to the pros.
Already tarnished by his role in a high school brawl
that led to jail time in his native Virginia, Iverson’s
rookie season has been marred by a fight with team-
mate Jerry Stackhouse, his admission that he carries a
gun and a steady stream of criticism from some of the
league’s best-known veterans.
“He thinks he’s G-O-D God,’’ Dennis Rodman said.
“I didn’t want to hurt him, just make sure he knows he
shouldn’t come in here talking all that trash.’’ 
Charles Barkley said Iverson’s fundamentals were
shaky, terming him the “playground rookie of the
year.’’ Even Michael Jordan has privately criticized
Iverson.
Iverson said he doesn’t know why he’s become a
target considering there are “a lot of guys who did a
lot more worse things than I have. I don’t understand
where the criticism came from. I guess a lot of people
wanted me to come into this league and not do so
well. It’s bad that I think that, but the way I see it, it’s
true.’’ 
Some critics have focused on Iverson’s undisci-
plined game, but many have taken him to task for not
being deferential enough to the game’s stars. Iverson
said he doesn’t care.
“Because I’m a rookie, that doesn’t mean I’m sup-
posed to try to perform as hard as I can?’’ he said.
“That means I’m not supposed to play every game like
it’s my last?”
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) –
Wide receiver Andre Rison, who
scored the first touchdown of the
Super Bowl on a pass from Brett
Favre, had his contract terminat-
ed by the Green Bay Packers on
Tuesday.
Green Bay general manager
Ron Wolf, announcing the deci-
sion, said the team’s receiver
corps doesn’t  have room for
Rison as a starter.
“The feeling here is  that
Andre is a starter,’’ Wolf said,
``and with the situation we pre-
sently are in, he wouldn’t be a
starter. So we feel it is in the
best interests of both parties to
terminate the association at this
time.’’ 
Rison, an eight-year NFL vet-
eran, was claimed on waivers
from Jacksonville last Nov. 19
and played in five regular-season
games for Green Bay, catching
13 passes for 135 yards and one
touchdown.
Then he played in all three
playoff games, catching seven
passes for 143 yards and two
touchdowns, including a 54-
yarder from Favre for a 7-0 lead
in the Super Bowl. The Packers
went on to beat New England
35-21 for the NFL champion-
ship.
“While he was here, we were
8-0 and there is no doubt that he
made a significant contribution
to our late-season and playoff
success, climaxed by winning
the Super Bowl,’’ Wolf said.
“Speaking for myself  and
everyone in the Packers organi-
zation, we wish nothing but the
best for Andre Rison.’’ 
The Packers,  hurt  by key
injuries to their receivers, were
8-3 when they claimed Rison, a
four-time Pro Bowl selection, off
waivers from the Jaguars.
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) –
North Carolina was expected to
get to the Final Four in 1997.
Only the Tar Heels were supposed
to do it with guys named Jerry
Stackhouse, Rasheed Wallace and
Jeff McInnis, not a trio of sopho-
more starters and a freshman
point guard.
But with the NBA draft gutting
the team the last two seasons, the
Tar Heels head to Indianapolis
this week with one of the pro-
gram’s youngest Final Four
teams.
Stackhouse, Wallace and
McInnis would have all been
seniors on this 1997 team had
they stayed in school four years.
However, Stackhouse and
Wallace left for the pros after just
two seasons and McInnis bolted
last year, forcing underclassmen
such as Antawn Jamison, Vince
Carter and Ed Cota into promi-
nent roles.
The growing pains for the Tar
Heels (28-6) began to show in
early January, with criticism
abounding across campus, around
town and throughout the Atlantic
Coast Conference.
North Carolina was off to a
program-worst 0-3 league start. In
the next game, at home against
North Carolina State, the Tar
Heels trailed by nine points with
2:23 left before rallying for a
three-point win.
“A little confidence came from
that game because we played like
we had the world on our shoul-
ders,’’ coach Dean Smith said
Tuesday.
“We played like we had to win
it and you should never have to be
in that situation. How would you
like to keep hearing, ‘Well, if they
only had Stackhouse and Wallace
and McInnis or this could be the
worst Carolina team in so many
years.’”
Young Heels are not
affected by defectors
Players keep criticizing Iverson
Green Bay tells Rison to ‘pack’ it up
8:00 p.m., APRIL 25, LANTZ GYM, EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT UNIVERSITY UNION BOX OFFICE:
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Happy Birthday Nate!
Nice Face!!!
Your Buds Sleepy, Jeff, Todd,
Kara, Wendy and Toby.
THURS MARCH 27
from Oxford, Miss.
BLUE MOUNTAIN
w/ Backbone + Smart Alice
Special Matinee
show at 7pm
509 Van Buren             345-2380
Fifi is finally 21!
Happy Birthday Bud
You can NOW get into STIX
Much love, room #13
been doubles while he has one home run. He is
fourth on the team with 11 runs batted in.
Just .02 points behind Davis is junior outfielder
Mark Briggs. In 71 trips to the plate, Briggs has
24 hits. 
He is second on the team with five doubles and
is tied for the lead in homers with three. He is
also second on the team with 14 RBI.
As with Briggs, senior short stop Jeff Stephens
has a .338 batting average. He leads the team
with three triples and is fifth on the team with 10
RBI.
The RBI-leader for the Cougars is senior sec-
ond baseman/third baseman Ryan Crawford with
18 while senior outfielder Dean Suhre has 16
RBI.
“We are going to go at them with four or five
guys because there is not one guy they can get a
pattern on,” Schmitz said. “Hopefully that will
shut them down a little.”
The pitching staff is led by sophomore Jason
Guest. He has pitched 27 innings and has a 3-1
record and a 2.33 earned run average. Guest has
given up nine earned runs on 29 hits striking out
10 while walking two.
Junior Rusty Sarnes has pitched 26 1/3 innings
and has a 2-1 record and the second-lowest ERA
on the team, 1.86. He has given up three homers,
the most on the team; but he has struck out 19
batters, the best on the team.
Sophomore Ryan Cox boasts the lowest ERA
on the team with a 1.58 and has a 2-1 record with
one complete game. 
In 17 2/3 innings pitched, he has given up four
earned runs on 15 hits while striking out 14.
Collins thought that pitching would be a strong
point at the beginning of the year, but that is not
the case.
“I’m hard pressed to say that one area stands
out above the others,” he said. “At the beginning
of the year I thought pitching would be our strong
point, but we’re a little banged up.”
coming from a Pittsburgh team in disarray,
all the Marlins have to do is finish in the
top three in the east.
Cy Young Award:
N.L: After getting snubbed last year
despite his 1.89 Earned Run Average, the
Marlins’ Kevin Brown takes the Cy Young
away from the Atlanta pitching staff,
whom have held it for the last four years.
A.L.: Andy Pettitte wins. The only rea-
son being no other pitchers stick out.
Other matters of business:
White Sox third baseman Robin Ventura
markets a video for youngsters on how to
slide into home plate. The video gets
pulled off the store shelves after there is a
rash of little league players suffering from
dislocated ankles and compound leg frac-
tures.
In an effort to increase attendance at
Pittsburgh Pirates games, the team agrees
to let everyone who shows up at Three
Rivers Stadium to play in the game. After
a few weeks the Pirates eliminate this pro-
motion, accusing the fans of “hotdogging”
and making their ballplayers look bad.
When the New York Yankees’ pitching
staff falls apart a few weeks into the sea-
son, management begins combing the local
drug rehab clinics for help. They even
agree to give Robert Downey Jr. a tryout.
For the first time in television history,
Harry Carey will pronounce Andres
Galarraga’s name correctly. Later on in the
season the Angels trade pitcher Shigetosi
Hasegawa to the National League, Carey
gets kicked off the airwaves after repeated-
ly leaving out the “G” in Shigetosi’s name.
Somebody will get caught doing some-
thing wrong. Top two candidates: Albert
Belle and Marge Schott.
Rafael Belliard beats out John Can-
gelosi for the National League’s “Shortest
Man Award.”
MERDA from page 12
more catcher Amy Kukman. Kuk-
man had reached base by being hit
by a pitch.
By splitting the double header,
the Panthers raise their Ohio
Valley Conference record to 3-1.
They are 11-7 overall.
Despite the win, Eastern head
coach Stephanie Fox thinks the
team could have done better.
“I was frustrated,” she said. “I
think we’ve been very inconsistent
lately as a team. I was hoping we’d
do a little better today. I think
maybe we took for granted that we
were going to walk all over this
team.”
Fox is not sure if White’s shoul-
der injury was a factor.
“She is not 100 percent right
now,” Fox said. “She’s completed
several games this year already, so
I wasn’t afraid of her completing
the game. They hit the ball well.”
Eastern will travel to Indiana
State Wednesday for a non-confer-
ence double header at 2 p.m. It will
be the first of two meetings
between the two schools this sea-
son and kick off a road trip where
Eastern will face five opponents.
Last season Indiana State got the
better of the four-game series by
winning three. This season Indiana
State comes into the game with a
mark of 7-20.
Coach Fox thinks the games
will be up for grabs.
“They’re a good team,” she
said. “I think they’re a young
team. It could go either way. If we
come out and we play well, we can
beat them. We have to not assume
that we are going to beat them.”
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Baseball season is quickly
approaching, and people are
already beginning to finalize
their predictions for this year. So
am I. Here’s how things may
unfold in the next six or so
months:
The World Series: 
Capitalizing on their star pitch-
ing staff and now a better leadoff
hitter in newly acquired Kenny
Lofton, the Atlanta Braves are
the favorites, for obvious rea-
sons. On the other hand, the
biggest underdogs: the Chicago
Cubs. For even more obvious
reasons.
Most Valuable Player:
A.L.: Health is the key when
determining this one. With Mark
McGwire and Jose Canseco back
together in Oakland, they will put
on quite a show if they can avoid
the disabled list. 
If they both play a full season,
Canseco and McGwire share the
MVP. Otherwise, Cal Ripken Jr.
takes it when he carries the
Orioles to the playoffs.
N.L.: Despite the Cubs’ failing
to make the playoffs, Sammy
Sosa’s offensive numbers are
among the best in the league as
he hits .285 along with 47 home
runs and 130 RBI. Gary Sheffield
and Chipper Jones finish second
and third, respectively.
The batting title: 
N.L.: After winning it three
years in a row and seven years
overall, Tony Gwynn would be
the likely answer. But, the 36-
year-old and soon to be 37-year-
old can’t keep pace with the
younger guys and relinquishes it
to Los Angeles Dodger Mike
Piazza.
A.L.: Clearly a toss up. The
Seattle Mariner ’s Alex Rod-
riguez cannot be overlooked as
he hit .358 and took home the
batting title last year. Toss in
Frank Thomas and Chuck Kno-
blauch for a three way battle.
You make the call.
Rookie of the Year:
N.L.: The Braves’ Andruw
Jones wins the award, making it
the first non-L.A. Dodger Rookie
of the Year since 1991. Jones is
the only true rookie prospect in
the National League. Cincinnati
Reds’ shortstop Pokey Reese fin-
ishes a distant second in the vot-
ing after being called up in June.
A.L.: White Sox outfielder Jeff
Abbott in a landslide. In the
minors he has never hit below
.325 at any level and enjoys the
same success in the majors. 
Manager of the Year:
A.L.: Buddy Bell surprises
everyone and his Detroit Tigers
team finishes above .500.
N.L.: Jim Leyland, Florida
Marlins manager, already has it
locked up. Widely regarded as
the best manager in baseball and
CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
No guarantee
here on these
predictions
See MERDA page 11
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
For the second time in two home
stands, the Eastern softball team
used last second heroics to grab a
win, beating Tennessee-Martin 6-5
in the bottom of the seventh inning
Tuesday night.
A fly ball hit by senior catcher
Jamie Skerski dropped into right-
center field and senior third base-
man Kim Hartzler crossed home
plate to give the Lady Panthers the
win.
The win gave the Lady Panthers
a split in their conference double-
header, as they lost the first game 2-
1.
Eastern had jumped off to an
early 3-0 lead in the first inning.
Senior outfielder Jen Cherveny
scored Eastern’s first run of the
game on a hit by junior first base-
man Emily Starkey. 
Freshman utility player Kim
Schutte followed to join Starkey on
base and the two of the runs were
driven in by freshman infielder
Lindsay Klockenga. Klockenga’s
RBIs benefited from an error by the
Lady Skyhawks of Tennessee-
Martin.
The Lady Panthers padded their
lead in the second when Cherveny
was driven in by sophomore Stacy
Siebert.
Another error by Tennessee-
Martin, this time a throw from
shortstop that pulled the Skyhawk
first baseman off the bag, moved
Cherveny to third. Cherveny than
took advantage of a missed tag on
Siebert to head for home. Cherveny
beat the throw and Siebert advanced
to second.
Siebert then took third on a wild
pitch by Tennessee-Martin. Starkey
picked up her second RBI of the
game, driving in Siebert to give the
Panthers a 5-0 lead at the end of
two.
The Skyhawks got on the board
with a run scored by April
Leatherwood. Leatherwood was
brought in by Jessica Crosser.
Down 5-2 in the top of the sev-
enth inning, the Skyhawks brought
themselves back into the game with
a two-out rally.
Crosser picked up RBI two, three
and four with a bases-loaded triple.
Paige Cook, Alicia Haley and
Bridgette Baker scored on the three-
bagger to tie the game.
Junior pitcher Mandy White
started the game on the mound for
the Eastern and worked six and 2/3
of an inning before being forced out
by the Skyhawk rally. Freshman
pitcher Sara DeLeare came in and
picked up the last out in the seventh.
In the first game, Siebert pitched
a solid game, scattering two runs
and two hits over seven innings.
However, she was unable to collect
the win.
The Lady Panthers were able to
score just one run in the game.
Baker scored for Tennessee-
Martin to break a 1-1 tie. The
Skyhawks had scored their first run
on an error.
Eastern tied the score in the fifth
when Klockenga knocked in sopho-
Softball squad splits OVC games
KAORI HAZAMA/Staff photographer
Eastern pitcher Stacy Siebert hurls a pitch in the first game of a dou-
bleheader against the University of Tennessee-Martin Tuesday after-
noon at Williams Field. The Panthers lost the first contest 2-1, but
came back and captured the nightcap 6-5 in the Ohio Valley confer-
ence  matchup.
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
When Eastern’s men’s tennis
team takes on the University of
Illinois-Springfield today at 3
p.m., it will be playing in its
lone home meet of the season.
The current condition of the
Weller Tennis Courts are the
reason why the men’s tennis
team has been forced to play all
but one of its matches on the
road this season. The women’s
team is in the same situation, as
its sole home meet of the season
will come April 9 against Ill-
inois-Springfield.
The Panther netters enter
today’s afternoon match with a
1-2 mark. Eastern dropped a 9-0
decision to Marquette in the
season opener back in February
and its other came to Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville – a 6-1
loss.
Eastern’s lone victory of the
year was a 5-2 defeat of Brad-
ley University. However, the
team then went on to drop a 5-2
match to St. Louis. 
Illinois-Springfield comes
into Charleston seeking a non-
conference win but Kramarski
said her team is looking for-
ward to its lone home match of
the year.
“They’re definitely looking
forward to it and the team is
excited about it,” Kramarski
said. “We’re going to make due
with the condi-
t ion of  the
courts and en-
joy the home
match while we
have it. Hope-
ful ly we’l l
have a good
following.”
Yet, the men
netters haven’t
competed since that last week-
end of  February match and
there is some concern as to how
the team wil l  come out  in
today’s match.
“Hopefully it  (the layoff)
won’t be a factor,” Kramarski
said. “We didn’t take a spring
trip, but I think everybody has
had the chance to work out the
kinks and we’ll be ready to go.”
As for Eastern’s opponent,
Kramarski  said she doesn’t
know much about I l l inois-
Springfield but believes it does
have a solid team at the top.
“They’re a Division II team
but they should be solid at the
top,” she said. “I’m not sure
about how good they will be at
the bottom.”
After Wednesday’s match
against Illinois-Springfield, the
road is where the netters will be
for the rest  of  the season.
However, the Panthers will not
take to the court again until
they travel  to take on Ohio
Valley Conference foe Eastern
Kentucky on April 4.
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
After already losing to Southern Il l inois University at
Carbondale earlier this season, the Panther baseball team will
face up against the other Southern Illinois school today at 3 p.m.
in Edwardsville.
“We have a well-rounded, very veteran team,”
Cougar head coach Gary Collins said. 
Even though the Cougars are a Division II
team, Panther head coach Jim Schmitz does not
expect a blow-out.
“Southern Illinois Edwardsville is a quality
Division II team,” he said. “We hope to pitch
four or five pitchers to give them some mound
experience and give them some confidence
going into Middle Tennessee.”
The game scheduled for Tuesday against Illinois State was can-
celed because of rain and rescheduled for Monday.
“Getting rained out one day is not a big problem,” Schmitz
said. “If we get rained out all week we might be a little rusty.”
The Cougars are coming in with a 13-8 record but are on a two-
game losing streak, losing to Indiana University at Purdue
University-Fort Wayne 7-1 and 15-4 respectively Sunday.
The Panthers might have an advantage playing the Cougars in
Edwardsville. Southern Illinois has a 2-3 home record while they
are 5-1 on the road. 
“I feel that playing at home in baseball is not an advantage,”
Collins said. “Sometimes it’s better to play on the road because it
relaxes the players and they play better.”
The Cougars are 2-2 in the Great Lakes Valley Conference,
defeating the University of Indianapolis twice and losing twice to
IUPU-Fort Wayne. Eastern goes into the contest with a 2-1 Ohio
Valley Conference record, defeating Tennessee-Martin twice and
losing to them once.
Southern Illinois comes into the game with a team batting aver-
age of .303, while Eastern has a .298 average.
With a .340 batting average, senior first baseman Steve Davis
is the leading hitter for the Cougars. Four of Davis’ 16 hits have
Panthers gearing up
for SIU-Edwardsville
Men netters anxious
for lone home match
Jim Schmitz
See PANTHERS page 11
See SOFTBALL page 11
Rosie
Kramarski
